
BPP ACCA, FIA Study Materials Order Form 

Materials Paper Quantity Price (EUR) 

Study Text - AB/FAB, MA/FMA, FA/FFA 
  40 

  40 

Practice and Revision Kit - AB/FAB, MA/FMA, FA/FFA 
  25 

  25 

Passcard - AB/FAB, MA/FMA, FA/FFA 
  17 

  17 

Study Text - TX UK, LW ENG, LW GLO   45 

Practice and Revision Kit - TX UK, LW ENG, LW GLO   27 

Passcard - TX UK, LW ENG, LW GLO   22 

Workbook 
PM, TX RO, FR, AA, PM, SBR, SBL, APM, AFM, ATX UK, AAA 

  60 

  60 

Practice and Revision Kit 
PM, TX RO, FR, AA, PM, SBR, SBL, APM, AFM, ATX UK, AAA 

  35 

  35 

* The prices do not include VAT. Applicable VAT rate: 5%. Invoicing rate used: BNR + 2% valid on invoice date.  

Include transportation cost on the invoice (it is calculated based on ordered quantities)                                                                                                           

Pay transport cash to courier  

Individual’s details for invoicing 

Name and Surname  

CNP / Passport No  

(compulsory) 

 

Address 

 

 

 

E-mail  

Telephone  

Company’s details for invoicing 

Company Name   

Address  

Telephone  

Fiscal Code  

Reg. of Commerce  

IBAN Account   

Bank  

Join our mailing list and get the latest info on courses, exams and study materials! Yes, send me e-mails  

 

This form can be filled in using Adobe Acrobat Reader, Microsoft Edge or Google ChromeThis form can be filled in using Adobe Acrobat Reader, on your laptop, tablet or phone.

PM, TX RO, FR, AA, FM, SBR, SBL, APM, AFM, ATX UK, 
AAA

PM, TX RO, FR, AA, FM, SBR, SBL, APM, AFM, ATX UK, AAA



 

 

COMPLETE SUPPORT FOR SELF STUDY STUDENTS 
 

 

BPP is ACCA Approved Content provider for study materials, confirming the high quality of our products.  

 

Our self-study support products, reviewed by the ACCA examiner, include: 

STUDY TEXTS/Workbooks  

BPP’s Study Texts/Workbooks are our core learning products, designed to cover each syllabus clearly and 

comprehensively. They provide students with all the material needed to pass their exams, presented at the 

appropriate level and focused strictly on what each exam requires. All the information is delivered in 

manageable, easy-to-read sessions, followed by Exam Question Banks containing exam standard questions with 

answers.  

PRACTICE & REVISION KITS  

The key to a successful exam outcome is putting theory into practice during the exam. BPP’s Practice & Revision 

Kits allow students to become familiar with exam techniques, offering clearly structured answers supported by 

hints and tips and suggested answers that can be produced under exam conditions. 

PASSCARDS  

Passcards are popular pocket-sized revision summaries that allow students to quickly and easily revise key topics 

and make good use of their spare time leading up to the exam. The ideal tool for revising on the move, Passcards 

is a graphically presented visual aid to help with topic recall to reinforce final preparation.  

 

Important note:  

The invoice will be issued in RON, using the EUR exchange rate (BNR + 2%) and can be paid in cash at our 

premises or by bank transfer. The materials can be picked up from our premises or can be sent by courier. The 

delivery cost can be included on the invoice or it can be paid cash at destination. 
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